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Busan Cultural Foundation has been supporting “ Residence program “ 

in Busan since 2010.

In this year, four groups, which are “JEMINAN BOKSU”, 

“Culture Communication Soom”, “Busan Nature Artist Association” and 

“Open space Bae”, are selected.

Let me introduce them to you.





Organization & Location

Cultural Action JAMINAN BOKSU(Funny Revenge) & Indie Space AGIT

Nonprofit Organization. Search for and carry out the organization’s activation and development

methods based on subculture. Set up a sustainable network beyond the boundaries of nationality,

enthnicity and religion. Support cultural art activities of cultural and social organizations. Operate the

facilities: gallery, atelier, practice room, recording studio, guest house, etc. which support subculture

artists. Running artist in residence program for independent art.

Art planner

KUN WOO 

The nature, people, culture which arises from the relations of the people and community where all

the nature, people, culture can be deep-rooted and stand up. KUN WOO want to express with

subcultures. representative of Cultural Action JAMINAN BOKSU(Funny Revenge) representative of

Indie culture space ‘AGIT‘

driector of Independent art festival ‘ZERO FESTIVAL’
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Basement
Music Studio

Ground Floor
Office, Guest House, 
Lounge, Recording Studio

2nd Floor
Gallery,
Visual Art studio

Rooftop
Lounge

Playround
Convenience
Facility
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Overview

Project. 2013 AGIT Residence 

Period. March~November 2013

Venue. Indie Space AGIT

Contents. Art Planner & Activist Residence

Music Residence/ Performance Residence

Detailed programs

AGIT Artist In Residence

Outline of AGIT Artist In Residence

Title. Indie Space AGIT Independent Art International Residence Program

Host Organization. Cultural Action JEMINAN BOKSU(Funny Revenge)

Period. 2013. 4. 1~2013. 12. 30   

Place. Indie Space AGIT

Art Planner & 

Activist Residence

Independent Visual 

Art Planner 

Activist

Music Residence

Performance 

Residenc

Interchange with Busan Musician (Jam / Network)

Concert for Busan citizen

Organizing new performance group

Workshop

Interchange with Busan performer

Research about Busan

Workshop & Exhibition

Research about Busan

Interchange with Busan activist

Workshop

Contents



outdoor 

performances

indoor performances

exhibitions/ movies

the main gate of Busan University, Oncheoncheon, and etc 

free participation and organized performing.

in several live clubs 

with project teams

showing Indie films

ZERO Fewstival 2013

Outline of ZERO Festival 2013

Title. ZERO Fewstival 2013

Host Organization. Cultural Action JEMINAN BOKSU(Funny Revenge)

Period. 2013. Sep.

Place. More than 10 spot. Around busan Univ.

Contents
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Map

AGIT 74-36, Jangjeon 1-dong, Geumjeong-gu, Busan 

www.agit.or.kr

Playground direction towards the mountains come to Exit throughout the subway Chapter 3, a

crosswalk across jangjeondong eorinyiyi Oda continue to rise for about 10 minutes and  came out while

Kanai Hillstate, comes up about 20m,  where space seems hideout signposts 

AGIT





Organization & Location

Culture Communication Soom

"Culture Communication Soom" is alternative culture group in Busan. The Soom have managed the

b-boy show(street dance), directing the performance and the festival. Moreover The Soom converted

to social enterprise for spreading the indie culture, cultural diversity, running out the local young

artists and growing the local cultural and art.

Art planner

JAE KEUN CHA

He is independent director from 2003 in Busan. His working has been directed the exhibitions,

performances, festivals, alternative spaces for local scene.
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Managing the Culture Center in Buk-gu Busan

Non-verbal performance

Culture and art education - street dance, youth education

B-boy play

Residence

Busan Joongang-dong “Residence Bokbyeongsan” for writers

Seoul Hyehwa-dong “residence Cactus” for fine artists

Main Business
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Overview  

Project. 2013 Residence Bokbyeongsan

Period. March to November, 2013

Venue. Residence Stay

Contents.

Residence Stay is for writers who wants to ask advice from mentor. For example the mentors are

curators, film directors, producers. The residence stay offer not only the space for working but also

all course of art work(choose the subjects, during the process, exhibitions, showings). This

program helps artists go on the next step for their art working.

Detailed programs 

Writings residence program

Title. March to November, 2013

Host Organization. writers

Contents.

Residence Stay is for writers who wants to ask advice from mentor.  For example the mentors are

curators, film directors, producers. The residence stay offer not only the space for working but also

all course of art work(choose the subjects, during the process, exhibitions, showings). This

program helps artists go on the next step for their art working.

Culture Salon Network Party program

Title. bimonthly from march 2013 

Contents.

This party is for networking local people. Local artists and directors meet bimonthly and

communication about local culture issues. It makes the genre-fusing contents and is fully capable

of exchanging their working. 



Map

604-081 B 1F, 310-4, Goejeong-dong, Saha-gu, Busan

(20 Bokbyeongsan-gil Daecheong-dong Jung-gu Busan) 

Busan metro line 1 Jungang station 11 gate, Step up the '40 stair', Turn left, step up the right stair, go

straight and turn left, you can find the yellow entrance.

The opposite site of Busan Modern History Museum, the directions of Jung-gu office, church of

Daesung, turn right, the end of street the yellow entrance
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Organization & Location

Busan nature artist association

Busan nature artist association, a cultural organization, was founded in the autumn of 2005. Up until

now, we have continued to have the cultural network and exchanges with many countries - Japan,

China, U.S.A., Taiwan, France and so on. We conduct temporary exhibitions of visual arts, installation

of public art, network construction with foreign alternative spaces, international exchanges, Genre

over performing arts events.

Art planner 

SUNG BAEG

SungBaeg is the president of the organization and a full-time artist (a scuptor and a performance

artist). He has planed and conducted many local cultural events and international exchange

programs. He is contributing to closing the distance between the public and the contemporary art. 

1st Floor
studio, sculpture place, 
2 guest rooms

2st Floor
Kitchen and office, exhibition
multipurpose room

Garret Floor
guest rooms
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Florence Lucas,

Ghazi Barakat, Emmanuel Ferrand,
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Period. March~November 2013 once per month. a total of nine times

Contents. workshop by the artists in-residence

Participants. artists in-residence

Workshop

Period. March~November 2013

Contents. residence program placing emphasis on performance art

Participants. Ghazi Barakat, Emmanuel Ferrand and recruiting is in progress

Performance art residence

Period. March~November 2013

Contents. residence program for the artist in the experimental painting and sculpture

Participants. Florence Lucas, Kim Seojin and recruiting is in progress

Interdisciplinary art residence

Period. during 2013

Contents. recruiting local young artists and supporting for their art working and incubating

Participants. Yun Doyeong (Photographer), Kim Yugyeong(Korean style artist)

Incubating for the young artists' works of art

Overview

Project. 2013 Flower Village International Performance Art  Residence

Period. March~November 2013

Venue. Art studio in Flower Village

Contents.

We support domestic and foreign artists by  providing a residence program. Especially by raising

the participation ratio of performance aritsts, we expand performance artists' scope of activity and

contribute to constructing archive of performance art. 

Detailed programs
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Period. during the summer vacation (July~August) twice per month, a total 

of four times

Contents. art education program  for the local villagers. 

artists in-residence artists help local children with their art homework.

Participants. 5 local elementary schoolchild(recruiting is in progress)

Flower village cultural study room

Period. once per month. March~November 2013 

Contents. art camp for the general public. programing the participants could be able to

understand and experience multifactorial and experimental art

Participants. 5 people per month across the country(recruiting is in progress)

Art camp

Period. 1st - 20th August, 2013(unsettled)

Contents. interacting with artists in-residence personally.

experiencing Korean culture and art. making public art works.

Participants. about 10 both native and foreign(recruiting is in progress)

International art camp

Period. closing time of the residence

Contents. an exhibit of new works of art during residence period,  period, a joint exhibit 

of performance artists

Participants. artists in-residence

Reporting result exhibition

Period. publishing after the end of a project within 1 month(in December)

Contents. performance art CD : videos and photos, snapshots on the process

leaflets : promotional leaflets to show the result of residence project 

brochure : releasing outcomes and processes of residence project 

Output publication



Map

Flower Village Art Studio 57-52, Kkotmael-ro 169 beongil, Seo-gu, Busan, South Korea 

(Postal code: 602-821)  www.finaf.net,  cafe.naver.com/artinnature

Take a Village Bus No. 1 at Exit 4 of Subway Seodaesin station. Get off at the end point of bus stop

“Kkotmael(flower village)”. Flower village art studio is 5 minute-walk from the bus stop.
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Organization & Location

OpenSpace Bae

OpenSpace Bae located on the slopes of Mount Ilgwang in the outskirts of Busan was created in

2006 by the hands of local artists and activists to realize the possibilities of an artist space in the midst

of nature in contrast to urban spaces. “Bae,“ a non-profit arts organization, is a private organization

that is supported by funds from Arts Council Korea, Busan Cultural Foundation, and numerous

artists’ donations. With Busan as its base, Bae had realized a thriving global network through its

various programs and projects such as the international residency program “Open To You,“ an

educational program for children “Play with Art,“ a program to help young artists fresh out of college

adjust to real life “Artist Incubating Program,“ and public art programs such as “Anchanggo Project“

and “Hillside Road 1-Bunji - The City has Alleyways,“ along with an exhibition program “Are you

Ready?“ which supports talented artists with potential and artists who are worth re-examining, as

well as an “International Artist Exchange Program“ for exchanges with foreign art organizations.  

Art planner

HENY IM

Heny Im obtained her bachelor's, Master's degree and graduated with “Aufbau studium“in Stuttgart

in Germany. She understands  the artist-in system of Germany which has been the rol-model of the

world for 11years. And now, she is looking for a way to link the domestic system and her experience.

As an artist and program director, she makes great efforts for young artists s promotion and their
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point of view. She is also studying a sustained program for artist-in- residence, to keep the genuine

concept of residence.

1 Gallery 8 Studios 2 Warehouses 1  Office 2 Guest rooms 2 Kitchens and etc





Overview

Project. 2013 Openspace Bae-International Artist-in-residence program-OPEN TO YOU

Period. 2013 3 ~11

Venue. Openspace bae and cities in South Korea

Contents.

Unlike other art-related institutions, Openspace Bae is situated halfway up the Mountain Ilkwang,

geographically at the edge of Busan. It is actually unbelievable to have an alternative art space in up-

country whrer can not even be detected by GPS system. This kind of environment and location may

be a shock for first-time visitors. This environmental trait of being located in a desolate mountain

path might cause a limitation of the public accessibility. therefore, Bae put an effort to make a positive

change that supports Bae's unqueness and identity and differs from other art spaces. By making full
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use of these enthusiasms the systems have been materialized through previous year's Artist-in-

Residence program, and we put continuous effort in this year as well. "2013 Open to you"provides

not just a work space but also provides opportunities for communication and corroboration between

fellow artist.

Detailed programs

Internal Workshop

Title. 2013 6 ~9 (1~3times per a month)

Host Organization. 2013 Residence artists

Contents.

One of the important programs for “Open to You“ is internal workshops. It is not a program to show

the activities of the resident artists to the outside but one true to its basic purpose that OpenSpace

Bae gives its resident artists a chance through which they can communicate with each other. It is run

more than ten times every year--one to three times per month during the period of the residency

program. It is performed with various themes such as auteurism, an introduction of their project, life

as an artist, and so on. 

Intro-Workshop

Title. 2013 6 15

Host Organization. 2013 Residence artists

Contents.

Intro-Workshop is a program that lets people know the start of “Open to You,“ an international

residency program of Openspace Bae. Along with open studio program, it is an important event in

“Open to You.“ It was designed to promote resident artists to the outside and let people know the

yearly programs. Viewers can visit the studios of resident artists in person and talk with them

about their project.OpenSpace Bae asks resident artists before they come to OpenSpace Bae to

make a video at a length of five to ten minutes that present their work. Through these video

presentations, viewers can have more interesting discussions with the resident artists and expect

their activities during their residency period. 
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Exhibition Program

Title. 2013 9 28 ~10 25

Host Organization. 2013 Residence artists

Contents.

The Exhibition Program has the following main purposes : offering resident artists a chance

where they can present their project to the outside; giving them the motivation to create their

pieces; and leading them to communicate with each other while preparing for this exhibition.

OpenSpace Bae gives priority to the process of the exhibition rather than its result, and the

resident artists themselves decide on the concept of their work, the locations of their pieces in the

exhibition hall, the title of the exhibition, and so on through discussions. Through these processes,

resident artists can talk directly with each other and come to reach the ultimate purpose of this

residency program. The limits of this international residency program where artists from many

nations cannot talk deeply are overcome through this kind of program by exchanging their

thoughts with visual language. Thus, they come to naturally understand each other. 

Open Studio Program

Title. 2013 9 28

Host Organization. 2013 Residence artists, invited art experts and everyone

Contents.

The Open Studio Program is one that opens the studios of the resident artists to the public, and

leads the visiting public to talk with the resident artists about their activities and projects that were

performed during the period of residency. It also allows the artists to organize the processes and

results of their plans that were introduced in the intro workshop and gives them motivation for the

remaining residency period. For this, OpenSpace Bae invites domestic and foreign art-involved

experts to show them the pieces made by the resident artists and to promote the artists to the

outside. It also offers local residents a special chance through which they can access the studios

of the artists and experience artistic environments. 

Through the preparation for this program and meeting with various people, the resident artists

can organize their projects for which they work during the period of the residency program and

their activities.



Map

297-1 Samseong-ri, Ilgwang-myeon, Gijang-gun, Busan, Korea   www.spacebae.com

Openspace Bae is located in the middle of Ilgwang Mountain, very outskirt town of Busan. It is very hard to find with a map,

so please contact us before your visiting. 

Public transportation: From Haeundae Jang-San Metro station (line no.2)-no. 180 and 1006 city bus run to Ilgwang Yeok.

From Ilgwan Yeok to Openspace Bae will take 25 minutes by walk. From An-Pyung Metro station (line no. 4)-no. 188 city

bus runs to Ilgwang Yeok. From Ilgwan Yeok to Openspace Bae will take 25 minutes by walk.  

openspace bae





41 4 612-022

T. 051-745-7233  F. 051-744-7708

Cultural Action JAMINAN BOKSU & Indie Space AGIT

Culture Communication Soom

Busan nature artist association

OpenSpace Bae
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